TERROR DEBATE VOTED

McGovern Threatens TV Suit

Repression, Arrests Defended

Marcos ‘Saving’ Nation

McGovern: ‘Saving’ Nation

Feud Hurting Edmondson

Convict Help Halted

FANS FACES CAN’T KEEP UP WITH KERRY

Duck Soup For Sooneers

By Larry CaHim

Norman — Duck soup opened early in Oklahoma
this year.

The “Fairfax” restaurant employees were in

advance of their usual opening schedule.

The “Fairfax” restaurant employees were in
advance of their usual opening schedule.

The “Fairfax” restaurant employees were in
advance of their usual opening schedule.

The “Fairfax” restaurant employees were in
advance of their usual opening schedule.
Trigger-Happy Allies Run Short Of Shells

Weather, Pat Nixon Boost Fair Crowds

Pat Predicts Victory 2 More Women Slain In Chicago

E.S.D.A. CHOICE
SIRLOIN STEAK

TARGET

FRESH BY BAR-PRODUCE
Golden Ripe
BANANAS

Soda Crackers
1 lb. box
22¢

Flour
1 lb.
38¢

Potato Chips
1 lb.
49¢

RASTON (20-OZ AVG.)
CORNISH GAME HENS

VALUABLE COUPON

SCHOOL MARGARINE
4 lb.
$1.90

MOM'S CHEERIOS
6 oz.
$0.44

SCHOOL COFFEE
2 lb.
$1.09

VALUABLE COUPON

Many honors were handed out at a special service devoted to
the memory of two women who were found shot to death in
Chicago Friday. Detectives said that two women were found
shot to death in a room of a large apartment house one
block from the Chicago police headquarters.

E.S.D.A. CHOICE
T-BONE STEAK

VALUABLE COUPON

TOMATO MASH
20 oz. jar
39¢

LEMONADE-SRET.
36 oz. can
$0.24

NON-FLAT TOP BREAD
16 oz.
$0.19

VALUABLE COUPON

JUICE OR PUNCH
10 oz. jar
52¢

SAM'S GRAPE JELLY
12 oz.
$1.59

VALUE COUPON

E.S.D.A. CHOICE
HAMBURGER HELPERS

REG. 57¢
BETTY CROCKER - ALL VARIETIES

44¢

PKG.

Real Estate and
Consolidation
LOANS

To 10,000

Up to 3 years to pay

City Finance
231 CLAYSTON (100 Y.D. S. 363 S.S. 8. Molecular
529 6-67)

FALL SPECIALS

SPECIAL PURCHASE SALE

MERCH SELECTIONS

BOOTS

Now $9.50

City Finance
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$5.90

Now $9.50
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SPECIAL PURCHASE SALE

MERCH SELECTIONS

Shoes

Now $12.90
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Shoes

Now $12.90

City Finance
World Briefs

Uganda Army Opens Battle

The government in Kampala has declared South Sudanese rebels its enemy in a new round of fighting in the region. The rebels, led by Joseph Kony, have been fighting a civil war against the government since 1986. The United Nations has called for an end to the violence and a return to peace negotiations.

Return Uncertain

U.N. Secretary-General António Guterres has stated that there is no clear path to peace in the region. The U.N. has been working to mediate the conflict, but progress has been slow. Guterres has renewed calls for a cease-fire and a resumption of peace talks.

Rohesia's Call For Moderation

Rohesia's President, Robert Mugabe, has called for a return to moderation in the country. Mugabe has been under pressure from opposition groups to address concerns about the government's human rights record.

Vietnamese Senate Condemns Thieu

The Vietnamese Senate has condemned former South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu for his role in the Vietnam War. Thieu is accused of war crimes and atrocities.

Belfast Gun Battle Rages 90 Minutes

There are reports of a gun battle in Belfast, which has been experiencing increased violence in recent weeks. The cause of the battle is not yet known.

Dewey Accuses Ed Of Liberal Links

Republican presidential candidate Dwight D. Eisenhower has accused his Democratic opponent, Al Gore, of being too liberal. Eisenhower has promised to cut taxes and increase defense spending.

Magnavox Introduces Modular 100% Solid-State Color TV

Magnavox has introduced a new line of modular solid-state color TVs. The new models are smaller and more energy-efficient than previous models.

Home Of The Famous Silvertone Package

Silvertone has debuted a new line of televisions, the Silvertone Package. The televisions feature a high-quality picture and a user-friendly interface.

Discounts You Can't Afford To Miss!

Save up to 50% on all merchandise. A selection of models and prices are listed below:

- Model A: $19.99
- Model B: $29.99
- Model C: $39.99

We Remedy Sick Mobile Homes

We remedy mobile homes suffering from many of the shortcomings of their stock model. We make additions and improvements to get the home in a better condition. The work is done by experienced and skilled craftsmen. There are no charge for estimates. We are ready to serve you.

Foreign Policy Panel To Include Sooner

Secretary of State Madeleine Albright will host a panel of experts to discuss foreign policy issues. The panel will include former Secretary of State Colin Powell and retired Army General Wesley Clark.

City To Honor Handicapped

The city plans to honor its handicapped residents in a special ceremony. The event will feature speeches and performances by disabled individuals.

Harvard Black Slain

The body of a black Harvard student was found in a Harvard dormitory. The cause of death is under investigation.

$250,000 Ladies Ready-To-Wear Sale!

Shoe Inn is having a huge ladies' ready-to-wear sale. No price over $10.00. This is a one-time opportunity, see for yourself.
Autism — Second World Without Key

Bugging Motive Unknown, Official Says.

Vital Statistics

Baggett Proposes To Void Votes, Be Named Winner

Sculptured Carpet Sale

In-Store Savings, Foam or Foundation, Sears

Weather Word

OU Leadership Class Picked

Homosexual To Get Job

Library Workshop Chief Tapped

Enrollment Increase Reported

Health Center Re-Accredited

Broke? Swear I Meant Bagels

Save 5.11!

Matched Sleep Set... Twin Size

Enablement to Source

ON UNDERWATER

Broke? Swear I Meant Bagels

ON UNDERWATER
OU FEASTS ON DUCK, 68-3
POKES LOSE HEARTBREAKER

Arkansas Squeezes OSU, 24-23

BULLETTIN

Nebraska Kills Army, 77-7

USC Zips By Illini, 55-20

Longhorns Hook Miami, 23-10

Just Wind ‘Em Up, Flip The Switch
Huskies Tip Purdue, 22-21

Wisconsin Staggers Syracuse

North Carolina Edges Wildcats

Scores

Baylor Blanks Missouri, 27-0

Kansas Dumps Wyoming, 52-14

Vols Overhaul Deacons, 45-6

Golden Bears Upset Stanford Nips Duke

Iowa Throttles Oregon St., 19-11

Irish Drub Northwestern, 37-0

Buffalo Buffalo Gophers, 38-6

Cyclones Blow By Utah, 44-22

OSU Falls

Amati Takes Sprints

Air Force Flies By Pitt, 41-13

Cowboys' Individual Marad, Menee Share Lead

GET YOUR Free FURRY FOOTBALLS!
It's NEW and Different... Great to Give or Keep!

Convenient Drive To Location Another Exciting Exclusive from "THE BANK"
Oklahoma No. 1? Ask Ducks' Coach

By Al Shambaugh

Oklahoma's coaching staff, led by Jim Todd (left) and Joe Taylor (right), gets ready to go for the critical game against Oregon.

Pruitt Says He Stayed In Bounds

Individual Statistics

Clemson Smashed By Rice, 29-10

OU Blasts Past Ducks

Big Red Machine Rolls

Notable Quote

"If Oklahoma is not the No. 1 team in the country, I don't know who is. It's a hell of a team." - Tom Osborn, Clemson coach.
Detroit Closes Gap On Lolich's 6-Hitter

Wilson Hurls Four-Hitter

Central State Stops East Central, 33-10

Baseball Averages

Minister's Rites Set For Monday

A distinguished crowd gathered for the ceremony including Reverend Parker, Pastor of First Baptist Church. The event was held in the new Multipurpose Building on campus.

Pat Keeps Tired Press Corps Jumping

Lions-Vikings Head Pro Slate
Oil Companies Press Ahead With Plans
North Slope Oil Line Waits On Courts

Firm Shifts Name, Focus

Consumer Union Raps Baby Foods

Myriad Opening Plans Set

Business Briefs

24 Hour Drive-In Banking Service
Weekly Wide Line Record Of New York Exchange

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Ticker</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977-01-01</td>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-01-02</td>
<td>XYZ</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weekly List Of Share Trading On American Exchange

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Ticker</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977-01-01</td>
<td>ABE</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-01-02</td>
<td>CDE</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New York Exchange
Apartment Living Comes Of Age

BY NANCY LEWIS

In some instances, it is hard to believe that apartment living has such a long history. In other instances, it is even harder to believe that apartment living is still a viable option for many people today. The reasons for this vary, but one thing is certain: apartment living has changed dramatically over the years.

In the early 20th century, apartment buildings were often referred to as \'tenements\', and were considered to be the most affordable housing option available. As the population grew, so did the demand for apartments, and new buildings were constructed to meet this demand.

Today, apartment living is more diverse than ever before. One of the most significant changes is the increase in the availability of luxury apartments. These are often found in upscale neighborhoods and offer amenities such as fitness centers, swimming pools, and 24-hour concierge services.

Another important change is the rise of the \'shared living\' movement. This trend involves residents sharing living spaces, often reducing expenses and providing a sense of community. Shared living spaces are particularly popular among young professionals and students.

In conclusion, apartment living has come a long way since its early days. With a variety of options available, it is clear that apartment living is here to stay, and will continue to evolve in the years to come.

Townhouse Living

Woodhue

Natural Beauty

1200 W. Hello Rd. 73154

Collegiate Living

Quiet Country Living

with Every Convenience

- 10 Minutes to Central State University
- 15 Minutes to Downtown, OK State University
- 20 Minutes in I-40
- 2 pools - 2 discos
- Shopping Centers nearby
- 1 and 2 Bed Apartments
- 1 Bed Townhouses

6300 N. AERIDIAN
(Center of N.W. & Taft & Harwood)
943-3768
Furniture Fashion Returns To Classics

Prophecies for a revolution in fashion for the fall—"a year to spend on quality, not quantity," read in the breeze; "fall is coming," read the editors; "fall is coming," read the designers; "fall is coming," read the clothes, the people, the people, the people, the people, the people, the people.

The look is from Tinker's newest line, which is said to be the look of the season of this fall. It is a look that combines classic styles with modern elements, creating a timeless look that is sure for buyers of all ages.

Avondale Square
16th & N. Robinson
233-3692

AFTON GARDEN APARTMENTS
6310 N. Meridian
437-2060

AMBASSADOR HOUSE APARTMENTS
4317 N. Meridian
435-9532

AMBASSADOR HOUSE APARTMENTS
3910 N. Meridian
435-9532

BARCELONA APARTMENTS
3910 N. Meridian
435-9532

BON AIR COURTS
2541 S. Robinson
629-9189

BON AIR APARTMENTS
2541 S. Robinson
629-9189

CHANDLER AVE APARTMENTS
5550 N. Portland
947-2883

DANFORTH APARTMENTS
5550 N. Portland
947-2883

DANFORTH APARTMENTS
5550 N. Portland
947-2883

DANFORTH APARTMENTS
5550 N. Portland
947-2883

DANFORTH APARTMENTS
5550 N. Portland
947-2883

DANFORTH APARTMENTS
5550 N. Portland
947-2883

DANFORTH APARTMENTS
5550 N. Portland
947-2883

Live-In Kitchen Becoming The Entertainment Focus

Everybody's wanting more ease cooking just because they want it, and because they like to have something special every now and then. Interior designers are responding by creating smaller, more efficient kitchens that are perfect not only for preparing a meal but also for entertaining guests. Here are some ideas on designing a better kitchen that is not only functional but also suitable for entertaining:

1. Open Concept: A spacious open floor plan allows for easy movement between the kitchen, dining area, and living room, making it ideal for entertaining.
2. Island with Seating: Incorporate an island with seating to create a casual gathering spot.
3. Built-in Bar: Add a built-in bar area for easy access to drinks and snacks.
4. Lighting: Good lighting is essential for a functional kitchen. Consider adding under-cabinet lighting and overhead fixtures for a professional look.
5. Storage: Adequate storage space is crucial. Consider using wall-mounted shelves, cabinets, and drawers to keep everything organized and accessible.
6. Ventilation: Proper ventilation is important for both cooking and entertaining. Consider installing a range hood or a downdraft ventilation system.

Manicured Lawns

The benefits of manicured lawns include improved aesthetics, increased property value, and a sense of pride in ownership. Implementing a lawn care plan can greatly enhance the curb appeal of your home.

FOLDO AND SAVE AS A HANDY FUTURE REFERENCE WHEN YOU MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
Armoire
Find New Purposes

Armoire

The armoire makes a welcome change on one of the front verandas of a building group "Serra Per-
ches," although it is not a new idea by any means. Armoires have been made for hundreds of years as-
well suited to head-
shelves and for
storage. From the bed
save.

First Dimension

Carpet lays the foundation of the room, and in this case it is the color of the carpet, which
serves to create a focal point. It is well designed in the color of Cerve-
pers. A "Cervena," the Spanish super fine quality
hand-woven line and Indian the other, give a color blend that is a
"perfect combination.

Shades Set Tone

Color Floor

The room is a study in tone. The rug, to one of the biggest influences in our lives, is used as a
framing device, it is also a focal point. The floor is carpeted, but in a way that can be used
to affect one's mood and color selection. Shades with color, it is a

Living

- Choice of Furnished or Unfurnished.
- Two Laundries, Recreation Rooms.
- Two Swimming Pools.
- Across Street from Shopping Center.
- Across Street from Banking Facilities.
- Wide Color Selection.
- Green Room Service at Front Door.
- One Bus Service at Front Door.
- Panama City School District.
- Petrolia Security.

ESPANA

4748 NW 23rd
964-3815
Bike Riding Rules Aired

"It's the riding at 6 a.m., and while some are applauding a sport that seems to gain its popularity with younger -- becoming the"...

NOW LEASING

Park Villa

2139 S.W. 39th

2 BEDROOMS FROM $174

KITCHEN 

LIVING ROOM 

FULL BATHROOMS

NOW LEASING

2139 S.W. 39th

FOSSIL SWIMMING POOL

NEW Spacious Convenient

Casa Rene' APARTMENTS

4301 SOONER ROAD • 677-4408

CONSTRUCTION RATES

1 Bedroom with 1 bath 1 Bedroom with 1 bath

$140.00  $165.00

2 Bedrooms with 1 bath 2 Bedrooms with 1 bath

$199.00  $204.04

3 Bedrooms with 2 baths 3 Bedrooms with 2 baths

$265.00  $270.00

3 Bedrooms with 2 baths plus bonus room 3 Bedrooms with 2 baths plus bonus room

$335.00  $330.00

Morgan City Schools

Cable TV

# Laundry Drying Rm.

# Tennis Courts

# Swimming Pools

# Storage Room at each unit

Mon. - Fri. 12 - 8 Sat. 9 - 5 Sun. 12 - 6

Callen's LAKEVIEW APARTMENTS

We have everything the other apartment complexes don't...

1-2-3 bedrooms...furnished or unfurnished...

...plenty of closets...and two large heated pools...

But there the similarity ends!

Because we ALSO have:

Family Living at its Finest

1-2-3 bedrooms...furnished or unfurnished...

...plenty of closets...and two large heated pools...

But there the similarity ends!

Because we ALSO have:

Family Living at its Finest

1-2-3 bedrooms...furnished or unfurnished...

...plenty of closets...and two large heated pools...

But there the similarity ends!
Style, Variety Near Endless

Continued from Page 3

For After-Game Parties

The Clubhouse Apartments, located at NW 88 and Grand
avenue, has been completely redone, allowing for more
private space and convenience. The new Clubhouse
has been designed to accommodate large groups of
people, offering a serene and enjoyable atmosphere for
socializing and entertaining. The Clubhouse features a
tremendous amount of space, making it perfect for
hosting parties, meetings, or other gatherings.

Apartments

For Family Living

Three bedroom townhouse units at York Towers, Eastern and NW 103, are designed
with children in mind. There are also three units in the three bedroom unit, two
units around a pool with storage areas.

For Grand Living

The Whippet Apartments, located at NW 92 and Pennbrook, are
located within a well-maintained area, offering the best of both
worlds. The Whippet Apartments provide luxurious
amenities and a quiet, comfortable environment.

For swimmers

The Whippet Apartments offer a pool with
a hot tub and adjacent playground. There are
also tennis courts and a driving range.

SOONER ROAD APTS
29th & SOONER ROAD 672-4727
1 Minute to Tinker
Breezing Room Inside and Out
1 2 3 Bedrooms Flats & Townhouses

For people with a flair for freedom

A Paradise Linden, the most unique apartment complex in
the Oklahoma City area, features a beautiful
pool with a hot tub, a driving range, and
a picturesque setting.

Denver

2nd & Bryant
GAS
341-2161
Pittsburgh

AN UNEXPECTED PLEASURE
Clotheslines... By Marylou

V-Neck Cardigan Sets Off Plaid, Wrap-Around Kilt

Miss Prior, Mr. Holley Wed

College's First Lady To Help Establish Precedents

Facelift Doesn't Always Help

Opening Day Family Project

Only Appearances Change
Wedding Belles...

TG&Y FABRIC SHOPS

Fashion Staff

Rabbi’s Widow Turns Talents To ‘Totes’

The Better Mousetrap Of Luggage Industry...

Jamie O’Neill, INC. REALTORS
SELLS OKLAHOMA CITY
LAKESHORE GALLERY 721-1644
FRANKLIN GALLERY 525-5561
NORTHWEST GALLERY 721-7110

T.G.&Y.’s Low Price Now Only...

$267 YARD
Recreational Vehicles Become Big Business

Americans' Second Home May Be On Wheels

City Firm Chosen

Price Top Reason

What Sells A Home?

Earl's Pearls

Chino Bear Spawns Kit

Real Estate Facts

Home Buyer's Chart May Eliminate Grief

Do It Yourself

Fancy Plants Help House
as I was saying...

by STEVE DIAMIC

'Medea' To Play At OBU

SHAWNEE — Oklahoma Wesleyan University's Lewis Milward, new music director at OBU and former music professor at the University of Oklahoma, is preparing the Oklahoma Shakespeare Festival for a three-week season this summer beginning June 29.

"We will be playing Shakespearian plays in the Park," Mr. Milward said. "The season will run from June 29 through July 22, with three performances each week. The first play is 'Hamlet,' the second is 'Othello' and the third is 'Macbeth.'"

Mr. Milward said he has been working on the plays for several months, including rehearsals and script analysis. The season will be produced in collaboration with the Oklahoma Shakespeare Festival.

GOSSIP COLUMN by Robin Adams Sloan

'Sister George' On Tap

Weatherford — Weatherford State College Theatre will present "The Killing of Sister George" directed by Art Smith. The play is about a man who brings a woman to a conference and then kills her. It opens June 29.

FUN
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Sears

save $25

natural combination mink gills and leather

SALE $244

September 1977

For exclusive offers, sign up for Gossip alert.

Value: $600

For more information, visit Sears.
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MAKE A DAY OF IT
WITH
SHERWOOD (TOM THAT IS) 6 - 10 AM
ALLEN (JOHNNY) 10 - 2 PM
MCGREW (OUR BOY TERRY ) 2 - 6 PM

OUR #1 MUSIC INCLUDES ALL HITS (ROCK COUNTRY BALLAD TO EASY LISTENING CLASSIC ROCK) 1972
FULL NEWS COVERAGE FROM ABC NETWORK ON THE ½ HOUR......
COMPLETE LOCAL WRAP-UP BY OUR FULL-TIME NEWS STAFF....
JUST TO KEEP YOU INFORMED ON LOCAL, NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL NEWS.
THURSDAY & FRIDAY 3:30 TO 6 PM
ALL AREA HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL COVERAGE

HIGH SCHOOL GRIDIRON '72
AND THE BIG DADDY OF PRO-BALL!
DALLAS COWBOYS
EVERY SUNDAY THROUGHOUT THE SEASON
KLEC IS 800 ON YOUR AM RADIO
NEW KLEC 800 SOUND

TOM McCOY GENERAL MANAGER
A BROADCAST SERVICE OF CARROLL BOTTINGTON & SON ELECTRIC INC.
KLEC Airs No. 1 Hits

KLEC multi-instrumentalist Tommy McGee gets ready to do his best to help give away $100 in free music宽带. McGee is one of three musicians playing "Number One Hits" on the weekday radio show guided by George Boneham.

Antique Queen Selling

By STEVE GENTRY

Oklahoma City Antique Society is preparing to show off its wares this weekend.

Mary Miller, director of the society, said the society is getting ready to sell some of its 100 antiques that are on display at the city's antiques show. The society will have a booth set up at the fair, where visitors can view and purchase some of the Society's antiques.

Also featured at the booth will be a range of antiques, including a variety of lamps, windows, doors, and other items.

The society encourages visitors to explore and enjoy the antiques on display. Visitors are welcome to ask questions and learn more about the antiques and their history.

The exhibit will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, and admission is free.

Rehearsals Start For OCU's 'Iguana'

Rehearsals are currently underway at Oklahoma City University for their production of "Iguana," which opens in late November.

Best Book 2/77 Award

"SLEUTH" by GILLIAN ALLAN

One performance only SAT. NOV. 11 at 8:00
CIVIC CENTER MUSIC HALL

Best play 1971 Tony Award

Antique Queen

Mary Miller, director of the Oklahoma City Antique Society, holds a booth at the city's antiques show. Miller said she hopes to sell some of the society's antiques, including a range of lamps, windows, doors, and other items.

The society encourages visitors to explore and enjoy the antiques on display. Visitors are welcome to ask questions and learn more about the antiques and their history.

The exhibit will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, and admission is free.

Rehearsals are currently underway at Oklahoma City University for their production of "Iguana," which opens in late November.

"SLEUTH" by GILLIAN ALLAN

One performance only SAT. NOV. 11 at 8:00
CIVIC CENTER MUSIC HALL

Best play 1971 Tony Award

"SLEUTH" by GILLIAN ALLAN

One performance only SAT. NOV. 11 at 8:00
CIVIC CENTER MUSIC HALL

Best play 1971 Tony Award
**Premier Sunday Crossword Puzzle**

**Midnight Earl**

**Elly Stone Hates Music**

**OU Plots Play Theme**

**OU Plots Play Theme**

**Midnight Earl**

**Elly Stone Hates Music**

**OU Plots Play Theme**

**It's the Colonel's Birthday!**

**But you get the Gift!**

**Save 82¢ on a bucket or barrel plus free chicken for your kids**

**Southwest Shooter's**

**Tulsa State Fair**

**Save 82¢ on a bucket or barrel plus free chicken for your kids**

**Kentucky Fried Chicken**
Rodeo Goes High-Brow

The Oklahoma City Stockyards, a historic landmark of the cowboy culture, hosts a high-brow event this weekend. The Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra, in collaboration with the Oklahoma City University, presents a special symphony concert featuring classical music and cowboy poetry. The event aims to bring together the traditions of the rodeo with the elegance of classical music.

The concert, titled "Oklahoma Rodeo and the Symphony," takes place at the Civic Center Music Hall on Saturday, September 24. It features the Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra under the direction of conductor David Robertson. The program includes a selection of cowboy poetry readings by renowned cowboy poet Will Rogers, accompanied by the symphony's string section.

Tickets are available at the Oklahoma City Convention Center Box Office, or online through the Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra's website. For more information, please visit okcsymphony.org or call 405-236-2848.

Fun Coyer

It's Fair Time in Oklahoma, and the fun is just getting started! This weekend, the Oklahoma State Fair comes to town with a variety of exciting events and attractions.

The fair offers a wide range of activities for all ages, including rides, games, and exhibits showcasing Oklahoma's agriculture and livestock. Don't miss the annual livestock judging and showmanship contests, where participants compete for top honors in various categories.

The fair runs from September 24 to October 14, with daily hours from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Gates open at 8 a.m. and the fair closes at 11 p.m. Parking is available at the fairgrounds, and shuttle buses operate between parking lots and the fairgrounds.

For more information, visit okstatefair.com or call 405-235-3525.
'Punch' Packs One

Oklahoma Producer
Former Oklahoma Junior Senator Baker, now a successful Hollywood producer, devoted a special issue of his magazine "People" to the Oklahoma oil business. The issue shows Baker in a confident pose, arm in arm with a group of oilmen.

Alum To Aid OSU Drive

Small Ways
Oklahoma State University's most successful alumni, former Oklahoma Senator Baker, is reported to have made a significant donation to the university, which has been used to fund scholarships and improve facilities.

This Is The Place To Be
A World Premiere!
Moon Of The Wolf
Tuesday Movie of the Week 7:30

Throw A Tantrum, Quit
OrPolitely 'Resign'

By SHLEY LYMAN
Shelby Lyman On Chess—2
2)

The news is that for nearly a month now, the chess world has been buzzing with rumors of a new chess tournament in Oklahoma. The tournament is to be held in the Oklahoma Civic Center, and the organizers have invited some of the world's top chess players to participate.

The tournament is to be held on October 1st and 2nd, and the format will be a single elimination tournament with a maximum of 16 players. The tournament will be held in a specially designed chess hall, and the organizers have hired some of the best chefs from around the world to prepare the food.

In the meantime, the organizers are already receiving applications from players around the world. The tournament will be open to players of all ages and levels, and the organizers are encouraging young players to participate.

The organizers have also announced that the winners of the tournament will receive cash prizes and invitations to participate in future tournaments.

In addition to the tournament, the organizers are planning a series of lectures and workshops for players of all levels. The lectures will be given by some of the world's top chess coaches, and the workshops will be designed to help players improve their skills.

The organizers are still looking for sponsors and patrons for the tournament. If you are interested in supporting the tournament, please contact the organizers at chess.tournament@okc.com.
**Student Tickets Reduced**

**Going Places.....**

A Calendar of Events

**Local Events**

**Theater**

**Oklahoma City Center**

** headline: **

****

**Oklahoma City University**

** headline: **

****

**University of Oklahoma**

** headline: **

****

**Out Of Town**

**Theater**

**Shawnee**

** headline: **

****

**Visual Arts**

**American Indian Arts Council**

** headline: **

****

**Music**

**Oklahoma City University**

** headline: **

****

**This Is The Place To Be**

**HAN**

** headline: **

****

**Mr. Phil's Shoes**

** headline: **

****

**Indian Works On Exhibit**

The Oklahoma City art center is exhibiting contemporary Native American paintings, sculpture, and mixed media works. The exhibit features works by leading Native American artists from across the United States. **Mr. Phil's Shoes**

** headline: **

****

**Cowboy Boots**

** headline: **

****

**TV Looking Sick?**

**Electronics Service Inc.**

** headline: **

****

**Upholstery Sale**

** headline: **

****

**Artistic Upholstery**

** headline: **

****
Magnavox introduces Modular 100% Solid-State Color TV

Plug-in circuit panels; modules and transistors let your serviceman fix what's wrong without replacing what's right!

$599

100% Solid State TV is the most reliable Color TV...and now Magnavox introduces Modular 100% Solid State...the SS-100 Color TV. Inside, with four circuit panels with dozens of microcircuits and transistors, you'll be able to analyze and repair it. So...if anything goes wrong, it's easier to repair. No need to take it back to your next Magnavox Dealer. With the SS-100 Color TV, the repair is right there in your home. Contemporary model, 74502. Also available in a 21" color television.

OKLAHOMA'S LEADING MAGNAVOX DEALER

7024 E. 10th
87-7-3471

NORTHWEST
2730 N. MAY AVE
W-3:3271

PHIPPS Appliance Centers

NORTH CASADY SQ.
9215 N. PENN. W-3:3733

GRANT SQUARE
4512 S.PENN. W-3:5577

Famity Weekly

The Oklahoma Journal
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Jack Lemmon: It's Hard to Stay Nice in Hollywood

"Hidden Currents That Guide Our Lives"—The Wisdom of Eric Hoffer

"At Home" Section: These Furnishings Change as You Do

Can You Teach Your Child To Have "Understanding"?
Ask Them Yourself

FOR HUGH O'BRENN, age of NIG "MARCH"

You're in your mid-forties — how come you
never gotten married? — E. M., Papago, Minn.

The majority of the people I want to work with have
been married many times. They have children out of
this town. That's right on the line. At least I haven't made

FOR DEN. THOMAS F. CLEHLER of Minneap.

What's the biggest U.S. location in the world that you've
visited? — W. R., Minneapolis, Minn.

I've visited a lot of places in the country I'd like to have
visited. They're beautiful places. I mean that I'm a
real hard worker, and I think it's good to visit
another country that I don't think I'll ever get to

FOR LORRAINE COOKMAN,

村干部, author of "Baye's Bigs"

I had a boy on TV that you want to have some
advice in the right place to donate your book. True! — R. S.
Portsmouth, Calif.

I'm a hard worker, and I think it's good to have
advice in the right place. But I don't think I'll ever get to

FOR CAP. SHIRLEY CHROMBO of New York

How do you feel about the idea of "The "Up Lynx"
Hampton, Calif.

I never read the columns behind the use of Mr. by
women's liberation groups, but quite honestly, with
the way things are, they're one of the main causes of
problems. I'm so that I'm a first, and I think that they don't have

FOR REV. ORAL ROBERTS, evangelist

When you have children, do you get a special feeling at
the time of the hunting? — R. L., Memphis, Tenn.

Most of them have been taught that I feel very large
come of the columns behind the use of Mr. by
women's liberation groups. But quite honestly, with
the way things are, they're one of the main causes of
problems. I'm so that I'm a first, and I think that they don't have

FOR REV. KENNETH CHISHOLM of New York

Do you have any children? — R. L., Minneapolis, Minn.

I never read the columns behind the use of Mr. by
women's liberation groups, but quite honestly, with
the way things are, they're one of the main causes of
problems. I'm so that I'm a first, and I think that they don't have

FOR TONY RABBLE,

In your shade, you and FOG, the musical
we hoped you play in "The Old Couple? Do it! — W. R.
Fremont, Neb.

You feel that you're not really but behind any character you play there is
part of that's he didn't want to have a field day on your song. He wanted to have a
field day on your song. So he took all of those lines and threw them at me because he said she didn't

FOR CARL KELPKIN, co-founder of "The "Up Lynx"

Do you want to work with the "Up Lynx"? — E. M., tones.

I'm a hard worker, and I think it's good to have
advice in the right place. But I don't think I'll ever get to

FOR JACKIE MASON, comedian

Do you have any children? — W. R., Charleton, Va.

I never read the columns behind the use of Mr. by
women's liberation groups, but quite honestly, with
the way things are, they're one of the main causes of
problems. I'm so that I'm a first, and I think that they don't have

FOR LEE TROTT, golfer

I love the music of the woods and I love the way
things are, they're one of the main causes of
problems. I'm so that I'm a first, and I think that they don't have

FOR JENNY BUSHBY, The Mercury Magazine

This 700 p.a. chronograph—years for only '88.

Wanting: The Surgeon General Has Canceled
That Earnings Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health.
Hershey's introduces Mini Chips... to give you more chocolate chips to the bite.

What a great idea! Hershey's new Semi-Sweet Mini Chips are less than half the size of the chips you're using now. So they're just about twice as easy to mix into your cookie dough. And you get about twice as many in every bag of every cookie you make. That's going to make the people you bake for happy as can be!

Take the coupon to your store and save 7c on Hershey's Happy-making new chocolate Mini Chips. It's like getting 450c worth of chips free.

Hersheys 7c OFF
MINI CHIPS
MINI CHIPS

10 OFF on HERSHEY'S NEW MINI CHIPS

PURPLE FLAM MINCEMEAT

For All Hard-to-Light and Little Used Areas
Where You Don't Want to Run Wiring

Now Install a Light Anywhere with No Costly Wiring!

Now Only $198
Hidden Currents That Guide Our Lives
-The Wisdom of Erle Hoffer

Erle Hoffer, the only important American philosopher from San Francisco, is well known for his insightful writings. In his most recent book, "The Genius of Our Time," he explores the nature of leadership and the role of the leader in shaping society.

Hoffer begins by discussing the concept of leadership and its importance in today's world. He argues that leaders must possess certain qualities in order to be effective, such as vision, courage, and integrity. Hoffer emphasizes the importance of leaders being role models for others, and the need for leaders to be humble and approachable.

In the second chapter, Hoffer focuses on the role of the leader in times of crisis. He argues that leaders must be able to make difficult decisions quickly and effectively, even when information is limited or uncertain. Hoffer cites several examples from history to illustrate the importance of leadership in times of crisis.

The third chapter discusses the relationship between leadership and society. Hoffer argues that leaders must be aware of the needs and desires of the people they lead, and that they must work to address these needs in a way that is fair and just. He also emphasizes the importance of leaders being willing to listen to the concerns of their constituents.

The final chapter of the book focuses on the future of leadership. Hoffer suggests that leaders of the future must be more adaptive and flexible, as the world is constantly changing. He also argues that leaders of the future must be more inclusive, as they will need to work with a diverse range of individuals and groups.

Overall, Hoffer's book is a thought-provoking exploration of the nature of leadership and its role in shaping society. He provides valuable insights into the qualities that make a good leader, and the challenges that leaders face in today's world.
**Smoking. What are you going to do about it?**

Many people are against cigarettes. You've heard their arguments. And even though we're in the business of selling cigarettes, we're not going to advance arguments in favor of smoking. We simply want to discuss one irrefutable fact.

A lot of people are still smoking cigarettes. In all likelihood, they'll continue to smoke cigarettes and nothing anybody has said or is likely to say is going to change their minds.

Now, if you're one of these cigarette smokers, what are you going to do about it? You may continue to smoke your present brand. With all the enjoyment and pleasure you get from smoking it. Or, if 'tar' and nicotine has become a concern to you, you may consider changing to a cigarette like Vantage.

(Or course, there is no other cigarette quite like Vantage.)

Vantage has a unique filter that allows rich flavor to come through it and yet substantially cuts down on 'tar' and nicotine.

We want to be frank. Vantage is not the lowest 'tar' and nicotine cigarette you can buy. But it may well be the lowest 'tar' and nicotine cigarette you will enjoy smoking.

Vantage. It's the only cigarette that gives you so much taste with so little 'tar' and nicotine.

We suggest you try a pack.

---

**Flexible Furnishings That Change as You Change**

In this section, Woman's Editor Rosalyn Abney looks at the latest "Rosie furnishings" of the American market. What does she mean by "Rosie"?

"Too many people," she explains, "can't see further than the room they're living in. They forget they'll probably be moving soon—from an apartment to a house: from a brownstone to a ranch style: from a bungalow to a retirement village. Isn't it silly to waste money on furnishings and fabrics that can't survive the change in our own life-style?"

---

**Flash: Seating Modules That Have Nine Lives**

Flexible seating begins with the dwellings of contemporary architects. Described in the recent issue of Home Life, a small single-use unit can be placed against walls or other surfaces to form a complete system. Curved units can even be placed back-to-back to form a large reception area. Available in ocher, beige, and tan vinyl, the entire range of colors can be mixed and matched to suit individual needs.

---

**Debut '73: Lives with You**

Debut '73 designed this environment for a young couple's first studio apartment. The living-dining area is enclosed by sliding glass doors, and a living room is separated from the dining area. In a larger home, they look at sliding window treatments and use it in their separate dining room. To achieve the maximum flexibility, the sliding doors, once closed, are not connected with the sliding glass doors, allowing the interior spaces to be altered as needed. The sliding doors are available in a variety of colors, including white, black, and silver.

---

**Window Treatment: That Moves with You**

Peg Watters designed this environment for a young couple's first studio apartment. The sliding glass doors are separated by sliding glass doors, allowing the interior spaces to be altered as needed. The sliding doors are available in a variety of colors, including white, black, and silver.
IDEA STARTERS:
Flexible Furniture Leads to a Flexible Room

A pair of corner chairs facing in opposite directions with an ottoman in between, to make a conversation area. A flexible piece of furniture is a must for the telephone area of a family room or a room where family members are likely to sit and chat.

Where Can You Use the Corner Chair? Everywhere

In living rooms, where flexibility really counts, corner chairs make wonderful seating areas. They are perfect for corner windows or small alcoves. Corner chairs can be used as a conversation area or in a library or family room. They can even be used as an accent chair in a formal living room or dining room.

One Wall System—Dozens of Combinations

Modular furniture is now more in tune with today's living needs than ever before. Builders are going all out to accommodate personal preferences. A combination of wall units or a mix of units, such as a sofa and an ottoman, can be used to create a flexible seating area. Flexible units are easy to move and can be arranged in various combinations to suit the needs of the room.
How to Learn the Practical Art Of Flexible Decorating

We've hammered home the theme of flexibility in decorating on the preceding pages, but just how does one develop the touch? Try these ideas on for size:

1. Get to Know What Will Mix

Is it done your way? Extra seating? You can't go wrong with cane or hardwood side chairs that can be almost anywhere.

2. Color Scheme

Paint each corner of the room a different shade. Sumptuous cushions, chic. Buttermilk ones. Try one or two: Add a light touch to the drapes and the blue and white wall sconces. It's a good idea to use light colors and textures. Add a light touch to your room.

3. Oriental-
The Great Mixer

The best of both worlds can be found in this beautifully appointed space that combines the grace of Asian design with the modern elegance of the Mediterranean. The room features a square, black lacquer table with a crystal top and a matching mirror that reflects the room's overall style. The room is adorned with a collection of their favorite items, including a large, square, black lacquer table with a crystal top and a matching mirror that reflects the room's overall style.

4. The Versatile Headboard

Designed for 17-year-old Jill Sargent of Grand Rapids, Mich., for the Simmons Company, the headboard is a total success. It gives the bedroom a warm, intimate feeling. It can also serve as a headboard for a couch, a headboard for a bed, or even a headboard for a dresser. The headboard is made of oak and has solid brass brackets to its top, giving it a solid feel. This Slides a wardrobe or desk in front of the upholstered headboard, and it slides on and off to create a Second World Style in the kitchen or gym area.

5. Oriental

Painted furniture can add a touch of oriental elegance to any room. Use it as a focal point in a room or as an accent piece in a more modern setting. Oriental designs are also available in glass, wood, and metal, and they can be combined to create a unique look.

6. The Best of Both Worlds

The best of both worlds can be found in this beautifully appointed space that combines the grace of Asian design with the modern elegance of the Mediterranean. The room features a square, black lacquer table with a crystal top and a matching mirror that reflects the room's overall style. The room is adorned with a collection of their favorite items, including a large, black lacquer table with a crystal top and a matching mirror that reflects the room's overall style.

7. The Stately Headboard

Designed for 17-year-old Jill Sargent of Grand Rapids, Mich., for the Simmons Company, the headboard is a total success. It gives the bedroom a warm, intimate feeling. It can also serve as a headboard for a couch, a headboard for a bed, or even a headboard for a dresser. The headboard is made of oak and has solid brass brackets to its top, giving it a solid feel. This Slides a wardrobe or desk in front of the upholstered headboard, and it slides on and off to create a Second World Style in the kitchen or gym area.
“Use-It-Again” Decorating

By Valerian Nybar, A.I.D.

1. A rectangular coffee table can be transformed from the living room to the bedroom and used as the front of a bed to hold magazines, books, phonographs.
2. Paint the frame of an old mirror white and make a decorative different color. Use it to teach a child to paint. A child can be taught to paint clothes on the dining table or to decorate a coffee table. For example, hooks go in the blue dress, lights in the red flowers.
3. Use your wallpaper in door covers, that breakfast station, cabinets or bookshelves.
4. To create an attractive seating or family room with "foam" seating, gather all pieces of furniture and paint them all one color. Black, white, pastels, pastels, or pastels. Pastels can be used in a room with pastels. A white wall with a black chair can be used in a white room to make a white wall.
5. Living room and table can be painted a bright color, orange or dark green, and used as a table to the bedroom.
6. Little print fabric can be used to add a picture on the windows in unique ways—consists of black lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lace, lane,
Can We Teach the Next Generation to Be More “Understanding”?

By Jean E. Kaid

"Parents may be encouraging lack of consideration and understanding by their very tolerance and permissiveness, all in the name of freedom of expression."}

According to the author, in order to promote generation to be more “understanding”, parents should encourage their children to understand and appreciate other people's viewpoints. The author believes that parents should avoid being too lenient or permissive, and instead promote open and honest communication with their children.

---

FREE try a pair of New Star Crest of California Pantyhose without any obligation ever

Introductory Free Sample - This sensational offer is being made to prove to you that our new Star Crest of California Pantyhose are the best quality, finest filling and longest wearing pantyhose ever offered anywhere! If satisfied, you can save more than 40% to 50% on your pantyhose purchases!

3 Sizes... for perfect fit! (Oct. 1 - Dec. 7, 1972)

Choose Your Free Sample Pair From 4 Glamorous Shades!

SHADES: (Pick One Shade)

1. Rose (Pinkish Red) 2. Coffee Bean (Green Brown) 3. Navy (Blue Navy) 4. Black (Black)

Mail Coupon Now...

PM USE ON BODY

FREE! You will also receive a Certificate good for 12 pairs of Star Crest Pantyhose.

---

Can your child read these words?

napkin, fuzzy, liquid, whisper, chicken, punch, camel, violent

Your child will learn how to read these and then some in 30 other words after working with the easy reader named The Sound Way to Easy Reading.

Try out this Phonics Course FREE FOR TWO WEEKS with your child in your own home—without risking a penny. Mail the coupon below.

If your child is a poor reader, it has not been able to keep up with his class in school in a way that you can help. Many parents have seen their child's reading ability go up 10 or 20 points in two weeks using the Sound Way to Easy Reading.

As soon as your child starts playing the records and using the charts of the Phonics Course, you can see why it works so well. It is the quickest and simplest way to teach your child to read.

A main reason for the success of this Phonics Course is that it is the only way that can make a child a good reader without teaching the child to read by sight or by memorization. The Sound Way to Easy Reading teaches your child to read by sight or by memorization. The Sound Way to Easy Reading teaches your child to read by sight or by memorization.

---

Can you teach your child to read these words?

napkin, fuzzy, liquid, whisper, chicken, punch, camel

Your child will learn how to read these and then some in 30 other words after working with the easy reader named The Sound Way to Easy Reading.

Try out this Phonics Course FREE FOR TWO WEEKS with your child in your own home—without risking a penny. Mail the coupon below.

If your child is a poor reader, it has not been able to keep up with his class in school in a way that you can help. Many parents have seen their child's reading ability go up 10 or 20 points in two weeks using the Sound Way to Easy Reading.

As soon as your child starts playing the records and using the charts of the Phonics Course, you can see why it works so well. It is the quickest and simplest way to teach your child to read.

A main reason for the success of this Phonics Course is that it is the only way that can make a child a good reader without teaching the child to read by sight or by memorization. The Sound Way to Easy Reading teaches your child to read by sight or by memorization. The Sound Way to Easy Reading teaches your child to read by sight or by memorization.

---

Used by all parents,

"The best thing I ever did for myself was to learn to read. All that reading and writing I do now is all thanks to the lessons I learned when I was a child." — Mrs. William South, 3rd Grade Teacher, N.E. Elementary School

"The Sound Way to Easy Reading is the best phonics course I've ever used. It's easy to follow and my children love it." — Mr. John Smith, 2nd Grade Teacher, Westside Elementary School

"The Sound Way to Easy Reading is the best phonics course I've ever used. It's easy to follow and my children love it." — Mr. John Smith, 2nd Grade Teacher, Westside Elementary School

---

Tuned and Pured

is a print and design, psychology, children's book. It is a story about a boy named Timmy, who is having trouble learning how to read. The Sound Way to Easy Reading teaches him how to read by breaking words down into sounds and helping him understand the sounds. Timmy learns how to read words and phrases using the Sound Way to Easy Reading method. He finds that reading is a lot easier and more fun than he thought it would be.
Classics for Your Fall and Winter Activities

DRESSES - PANTS - SWEATERS - BOOTS - COATS
ALL AT OUR LOW, DIRECT-BY-MAIL PRICES

MAKE BIG MONEY
IN STREETS OF THESE TWO CITIES
ON OUR NEW TRACTOR TRAILER
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

RAISE $40. $200. $400
IN THE SAME TRACTOR TRAILER
ONE WEEKEND YOUR OWN BUSINESS

LIFE AFTER DEATH

FREE
GREAT BOOKLET!
FOR YOUR CAREER

BUY BONDS
FALSE TEETH

The biggest silver coin in the world.

Find Bliss in Idaho, Joy in Missouri!

Packing for a Trip? Send Item (S.D.P.) a Mail (M.C.) at two to your value in light so you’ll get it on time! Yard in War (M.C.) to go by Regular (R.P.) from 6th to 8th at 7th street. And in Sand (S.D.P.) to a Mail (M.C.) at $4. You’ll receive a week’s (S.D.P.) there.

If you’re Earl (M.C.) interested in big in houses that present a Challenge (S.D.P). you might try Kald Valley (C.C.O.), Down’s Hill Acres (D.W.R.) or Tractina Home (M.C.). But wherever you go, don’t worry (S.D.P.)! You’ll be free to see the world in Paris, by Orient Express! Opportunity is unlimited to India (M.C.), Calcutta (M.C.), Singapore (M.C.), Hong Kong (M.C.). For you to use, Travelways is New York, Providence and Providence in Oregon, Joy and Home (H.C., Memphis, Ohio to make, Silver to Vermont, Wyoming, Missouri, Providence in New Jersey, and Liberty in 17 states.

If you’re the greatest gift, you might like to visit Paris (P.S.), Athens (M.C.), Venice (M.C.), or Rome (G.M.). If romance abounds you, stop at the U.S. Cities, Venice (M.C.), Rondolfi (S.D.P.), or Monaco-G.M.).

FREE organ, string, or musical instruments. (S.D.P.) Under $295 (M.C.), Silver (C.C.O), or Nickels (M.C.).

If you’re planning a trip to Europe, buy a gift certificate for the use of the hotel or travel agency. Buy a gift certificate for the use of the hotel or travel agency.

By Martin Abramson

The Republic of Panama

15x 20 Sterling Silver Twenty Dollars Official Order Form

Yield only as determined by September 30, 1972.

1000,000 face value at 6 1/4% interest. Grace Period. Interest at 100 basis. Sixth payment due on April 15, 1972. First interest due on April 15, 1972. All dividends must be paid by September 30, 1972.

Address: Panama Canal Zone

Mail Orders to: Panama Canal Company

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
Available direct from the publisher.
New edition of the world famous Encyclopaedia Britannica.

Plus Britannica Junior included automatically

FREE!
Mail card now for complete details of our special offer and a free copy of the latest Britannica Junior.
THEY'LL DO IT EVERY TIME

TRUDY © by JERRY MARCUS

Success Begins With A Journal Paper Route—Call 737-8811

Believe It or Not!

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND-IRISH

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

THE WITCHES OF ENGLAND

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

THE PROPHETS OF ISLAM